
00:36:10 MJ: please talk about waxing and waning with reference to above the horizon on 

this 

00:38:37 MJ: slide 20 

00:40:38 MJ: with the exception of Neil Michaelsen 

00:41:47 MJ: thank you--just wanted clarification up front 

00:42:17 Danica Cordell-Reeh: Just as water drains in the opposite direction south of the 

equator does the impact of astrology vary 

00:50:14 adam childs: I guess they are closest then to the earth 

00:52:07 Merriman Market Analyst: The outer planets go retrograde when planets are 

mostly  between trines and oppositions to Sun 

00:52:36 adam childs: I see 

00:53:22 Merriman Market Analyst: So I think the opposite is the case Adam. Planets are 

furthest from earth 

00:55:22 Merriman Market Analyst: Sorry Adam. I think you are right. Planets are closest to 

earth and furthest from Sun 

00:58:11 Ibrahim Kone: Why do we used 66.7 and 60? 

01:00:01 Merriman Market Analyst: It was a judgement based on groupings of correlations 

in the study going back to 1928.  The strongest group with a C/S value of over 9.40 also hads mostly a 

66.7% correlation to primary cycles as well. 

01:01:19 adam childs: time to make a coffee 

01:13:46 Barbara Bernales: In your book Ultimate Book on Stock Market Timing, what do 

PT, MT, MB and PB mean? 

01:22:26 Vito Mijal-Pasa: PT for Primary Top , MT Major Top, MB Major bottom , PB Primary 

Bottom , hope this helps Barbara ! 

01:36:47 Eleonore Charrez: How many occurrences would there need to be to be able to do 

the % calculation ? a minimum of 10x ? of 15x ? or even more ? 

01:39:26 Eleonore Charrez: Thanks ! 

01:48:13 Danica Cordell-Reeh: Could that list be added to the slides 

01:53:25 Danica Cordell-Reeh: yes 

01:53:42 MJ: does Sun opp Pluto /july 17th count? 

01:55:17 adam childs: Jupiter is on bitcoins  natal venus I think at the same time 

01:56:48 darri murphy: these labels and columns are page 13 in work book 



01:57:34 Merriman Market Analyst: Yes, that is correct Adam. 

01:57:45 Merriman Market Analyst: Thanks Darri 

01:58:14 adam childs: Interesting stuff :-) 

02:01:14 huifang boo: Is the either or a total of the crest and trough? 

02:01:19 darri murphy: Mars Saturn study on page 17 in work book 

02:01:29 Merriman Market Analyst: Yes. 

02:02:01 Merriman Market Analyst: It just means either a cycle low or high occurred 

02:02:42 huifang boo: But the crest and trough for the 50 week > and primary cycle does not 

add up to the either or 

02:04:01 Ibrahim Kone: I missed what you meant by the correlation between US stock and 

bitcoin break of correlation ? Could you pls elaborate? 

02:05:17 Danica Cordell-Reeh: TKU 

02:05:25 adam childs: Are these all geocentric 

02:08:14 adam childs: Ok :-) 

02:08:26 Ibrahim Kone: Interesing but this period was also an everything is bullish coming form 

the Mars 2020 low but I get it thanks 

02:09:58 Ibrahim Kone: Having said that what is you take on bitcoin Ray has it may be an 

interesting leading indicator on risk appetite? 

02:10:43 Barbara Bernales: I recently learned about Elliot waves. Will this class touch on 

that topic and its correlation to geocosmic events? 

02:10:44 Din Uppal: Is there correlation between Gold and Bitcoin ? 

02:12:46 Eleonore Charrez: But Jupiter is in pisces and pisces is mostly value stocks, till july 

22 

02:13:30 Ibrahim Kone: Could you please remain us when does crude is due for its 17months 

cycles? 

02:13:53 Eleonore Charrez: Could that mean when Jupiter goes retro to aquarius then the 

nasday stocks take again over ? 

02:14:20 Lian Handaja: Can you elaborate more on your opinion that "inflation trade is dead"? 

02:16:09 Barbara Bernales: Ok, thanks 

02:16:24 MJ: https://www.facebook.com/groups/165350825461339 



02:18:35 Ali Alvarado Atias: Ray, I can add a bit on Elliott, the Man Himself pointed out that 

his Principle was not in itself a Trading Forecasting System, but instead an idealized way Markets 

Behaved, later he pointed out that the Fibonacci Sequence was the Basis of the waves he was counting 

02:20:12 Vito Mijal-Pasa: Just for Barbara , congestion in Silver Chart looks to be A, B , C , D , E 

triangle formation which when it ends , prices will trust up  as Ray would agree  but that would be the 

last leg of 5th wave then Prices peak and retrace  or collapse perhaps 

02:21:02 MJ: Vincent was talking about lumbar in the FB group! ;-) 

02:21:21 adam childs: Could the high be when Neptune goes retro 

02:24:22 Barbara Bernales: Thank you Vito 

02:27:03 Barbara Bernales: I’ve looked at GME’s natal IPO chart. The Venus/Jupiter 

conjuncted GME natal IPO sun/uranus conjunction in Aquarius. The chart is Aries rising. Mercury cycles 

will impact their price movement all year. 

02:28:29 Barbara Bernales: I predict that the final high of GME’s (based on their chart) will 

occur in late October/early November around the next Mercury retrograde cycle. 

02:29:01 adam childs: with oil 

02:29:22 Merriman Market Analyst: Right Adam +/- 1 week 

02:29:37 adam childs: OK :-) 

02:29:54 huifang boo: thanks 

02:29:58 Eleonore Charrez: Thanks ! by 

02:29:58 Lian Handaja: Thank you 


